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This paper deals with asymptotic behavior for (weak) solutions of the equation 
u,, -Au + P(u,) 3f(t, xl, on IR+ x0; u(t, x) = 0, on I?+ Xim. If 
fE L”(IR+, L*(0)) and p is coercive, we prove that the solutions are bounded in 
the energy space, under weaker assumptions than those used by G. Prouse in a 
previous work. If in addition f, E S’(IR+, L’(D)) and f is srongly almost-periodic, 
we prove for strongly monotone /3 that all solutions are asymptotically almost- 
periodic in the energy space. The assumptions made on p are much less restrictive 
than those made by G. Prouse: mainly, we allow /3 to be multivalued, and in the 
one-dimensional case /? need not be defined everywhere. 
INTRODUCTION 
In 1965, Prouse [9] introduced an original method for proving the boun- 
dedness of (u, u,) in the energy space Hi X L*(D), where u is a (weak) 
solution on R + of the dissipative nonlinear wave equation 
utt - Au + B(u,) 3f(c x) on R+xIh, (1) 
u(t, x) = 0 on lR+X%J 
(~2 being an open subset of RN with regular boundary) when f is, for 
example, in LOO(R+, L’(a)) and p is coercive with polynomial growth at 
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infinity (see [9] for precise statements). Some of the results were improved in 
[3] by Biroli. When f is almost-periodic and /3 is continuous, Prouse and 
Biroli also established, under hypotheses depending on the dimension of 0, 
the existence of a unique almost-periodic solution of (1) (in a suitable sense) 
as well as the convergence of every solutions of (1) to this almost-periodic 
solution when t -+ co. 
The main reason why these results did not look optimal is that, in 1970, 
Amerio and Prouse established a uniqueness result for a stronger type of 
almost-periodic solution of (l), under the sole assumption that /3 is 
continuous at 0. Thus, the asymptotic behavior did not seem to depend 
crucially upon the continuity of p. 
It turns out that the method developed in [9], suitably extended, provides 
a very powerful tool in this field. For example, we can use this approach to 
show the boundedness of solutions of 
u,, -Au + P(u,> - Au, 3f(& x) on F?+XD, 
(2) 
u(t, x) = 0 on I?+XX! 
when ]p”w ]> (A + E) 1 w ] - C and /I satisfies the same growth assumption as 
that in [3]. 
We use the same technique to prove boundedness in (L2( l-1, 1 [))’ of the 
trajectories of the first order system 
u, + u, + qu3 - u) =f(t, x) on IR+ X l-1, +l[, (3) 
u,+u,=o 
where u and u are 2-periodic in x, u is odd and v is even. This problem was 
proposed to the second author by W. S. Hall (cf. [6]). 
Probably the most surprising fact is that Prouse’s method also provides a 
solution to the difftcult problem of getting regularity results in x, uniformly 
in t > 0, for solutions of (1) whenfand the initial data are more regular than 
the basic spaces of the problem and 8-l is lipschitzian. When f is almost- 
periodic and /I maps Hi(D) into L’+‘(B), E > 0, we deduce through classical 
compactness arguments the asymptotic almost-periodicity of every solution 
as t++oO. 
For dim J2 = 1, the above condition on B simply states that D(jY) = I?. 
Under the much weaker hypothesis 0 E Int(D@)), a non-standard 
compactness lemma, relying upon properties of bounded measures, yields the 
same result as above. 
As a particular case, we find that the convergence of solutions to the 
periodic solution in [8, Corollary 151 is strong, provided k = 2 and 
f, E L’(Q)- 
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We end up with a uniqueness theorem which refines the result of 121, and 
gives a partial answer to a question raised in [8]. 
Notations. Throughout the sequel, B is a bounded open set in RN. For 
u E Lp(Q), 1 <p < +co, ] u], = (J‘J u Ip dx)‘lp. We denote by IPp(Sa) 
(m E N) the Soboleu space of functions all of whose partial derivatives up to 
order m are in LP(R). 
For X a Banach space, and 1 Qp < +a~, we use the Stepanov spaces of 
index p, Sp(IR ‘) and Sp(lR), defined by 
fE SP(IR +, X) 0 sup I>o I:+ ’ II f(@ll; de < +a. 
The symbol (u, v) appearing in a formula will usually denote the scalar 
product of two functions in L*(L?). 
We start with a maximal monotone graph /3 in R x R, with domain DQ?), 
whose interior is denoted by Int(D@)). The Yoshida regularized operators of 
/I are defined by 
/?,=(/3-‘+&I)-‘. 
Assuming 0 E p(O), we define a convex function j from IR to R + by 
j(0) = 0 and p = aj. 
Then for w E L*(n), we define 
v(w) = J j(w) do if j(w) E L’(Q) 
0 
=+a3 if j(w) 6$ L’(B). 
The duality pairing of fE H-‘(Q) by w E HA(a) is written (f, w). 
We also make use of the convex functional @ on H@), 
464 = j j(w) do if j(w) E L’(0) 
n 
=+a0 if j(w) 6C L’(L?). 
The subdifferential of @ in the duality between EZ&?) and H-‘(R) is denoted 
by F 
Following the notations of [5], we set 
q-4) = {[u, 01 E (H;(JW, 1-h +&)I n W3 f $1 
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and 
A[u, u] = (-3) x [--Au +/7(u)] f-a(sd) for [u, u] E D(A). 
Setting U= [u, u] = [u, u,] and F(t) = [O,f(t)], Eq. (1) can be written in 
the form 
u, + A U(f) 3 F(f). 03 
Finally, A will denote the Banach space of all bounded measures on R, 
with norm 
IIPllx=I4 w)=p(lalI. 
1. BOUNDEDNESS OF TRAJECTORIES IN THE PHASE SPACE 
Let /3 be a maximal monotone graph in IR x iR with 0 E B(O). We consider 
weak solutions of (2) in the sense of Brezis [4, Th. 3.17, p. 111.531. 
THEOREM 1.1. We assume that there exists q > 0 such that 
VW E W), IP”4~.(~+ttw+-c @ > 0) 
and, further, that one of the three following conditions holds: 
(a) dimL?= 1, InWGg)) 3 0, 
(b) dim 0 = 2, IPW < c, I Wlk + c,, kER+, 
(c) dimR=N>3, I/30(w)(<C,Iwlk+C2, k< N+2 ‘-jyy’ 
(4) 
Then for euery f E S2(lR+, L’(L!)), all solutions of (2) are bounded on R + in 
H#2) x L2(0). 
Proof: We set E(t) = ] Vu(t, .)I: + ] u,(t, *)I:, and try to follow the method 
of [9]. It is sufficient to consider the case of strong solutions (this will be 
seen a posteriori from the nature of the estimates we will get). Then, we have 
almost everywhere in t 
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lul* 
Ao = &Y%:n, Ivul, and T= 41,. 0 
uto 
Let i> 0 be fixed: we distinguish two cases, 
0) W+ T) <WI, 
(ii) E(i+ T) > E(o. 
In the second case, we may write 
(6) 
But for every w E D@), we have 
Indeed, let f= c + Iw and g =f - dw E -dw + j?(w). Given g, E L2(.f2) with 
g, + g in H-‘(a), we can solve the equation 
--dw, + P(w,) 3 g, 9 W, E kf2(.cq n H;(a). 
First we have 
(g, + Awn, w,> =(g, + Awn9 w,) 
w+m4:-w%III* 
On the other hand, [VW,, - Vwl, < I gn -glH-lo,,, so that w, converges to w 
in HA(Q) for n + +co. 
Thus 




t ( g(t), Gl dt Q M’. i (9) 
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From these two inequalities we deduce that ] E(t) - E(s)] is a priori bounded 
for (s, t) in [i, i+ T]. Thus, taking into account inequality (8), 
sup E(C) < K + f j;+ rJ pu(2dxdf. (10) [i,i+ r1 I R 
Now we “multiply” Eq. (2) by u(f, x) and integrate on the interval [i, i + T], 
thus obtaining 
















+2 (g(t), u> dt- I 
(11) 
Furthermore, it is immediate that 
I 
i+T 
(gt0, u> df i 
We now prove the inequality 
(12) 
by distinguishing the three cases in the statement of Theorem 1.1. 
In case (c), we remark that 
because k Q (N + 2)/(iV - 2) implies 2N/(N + 2) < 1 + l/k. 
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On the other hand, since Ig(t)l Q C, (~~1~ + C,, we have 1 g(t)(“k < 
C, 1 u,( + C,; hence 
Integration yields 
I ‘ml: : :: G c, i *I~tIIg(w+wI 
G C,(gW, 4 + AC, M: + c, PI, 
and we finally get inequality (12). 
In case (b), since 
L”‘(l2) cj W’(l2) for any E > 0, 
we can follow the same calculations, from the beginning replacing 
2N 
N+2 
In case (a), in order to establish (12) we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1.2. Under condition (a), we can find 6 > 0 and M such that for 
every w E Hi n D@), 
g E B(w) * (g, w> 2 fJ I &G(f?) - kf. 
Proof of lemma. By the same density argument as for the proof of 
inequalities (7), it is sufficient to check the above inequality when 
w E HZ n H;(o), 8 E L2(W, d-9 E POW) a.e. 
In this case, let E > 0 be such that I/I(z)1 < P for I z I Q E. Then we have 
(gv w> = I, g(x) w(x) dx 2 e (I, I &I h - l,w, <r Idx)l Q$) 
a&lgll -&lf2lP. 
Since L’(0) G H-‘(o), we immediately derive the conclusion. 
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End of proof of Theorem 1.1. With the help of (12), we deduce from (11) 
an inequality of the form 
< c + C’ [ $PT, W)l 1’2 + f rrs&PT, E(f)* 
Dividing through by T and using inequality (lo), we find 
sup E(Q<P< +co. 
ti.i+TI 
Just as in [9], we conclude that for every t > 0 
W) Q sup{P, ;;,4 E(f)} < +a. I 
As a new application of the method, we now prove: 
THEOREM 1.3. For everyfin S2(lR+,L2(]-1, +l[)), the solutions of(3) 
are bounded in Lz x L2 for t > 0. 
Proof. We set U(t) = (u(t), u(t)) and ]] U]] = (]u]: + ] o]:)“‘. First we 
remark that for T > 0 and f ) 0, the hypothesis ]] U(f + T)]] > ]] U(r)]] implies 
I 
i+T 
14: dt,< W’-‘l. 
i 
(13) 




together with (1 l), yields 
$+PT, II WII’Q c1cJ-I + -&f+TJ+l tJ* kfft (14) 
t -1 
The second equation in (3), combined with 2periodicity of u in x, gives 
immediately, by integration over ]- 1, + 1 [, 






We introduce the function 
x V(t, x) = 
I 0 
(v - fi)(t, a) da = 1“ v(t, a) da - xiYo, 
0 
which is 2-periodic and satisfies V, = v - 6. It is immediate that for almost 




On the other hand, integrating by parts with respect o I and using the fact 





u, V(x) dx = 
-1 -1 
u’dx+~[pvdr]. 
Multiplying the first equation in (3) by V(t, x) and integrating on [i, E + 7’1 x 
[-1, +l], we obtain 
I 
i+T 
I WI: dt 
i 
< i:,=) u(t)l;dr + 2Tlfio12 +liirj+‘f Vdxdt 
i -1 
+ [Iu121V12]f+‘+ f+rl+’ V(t,x)(u’-u)dxdt~ . 
i --I 
It is now easy to deduce from this inequality that 
I 
i+T 
i I WI: dt G W’-‘I + (C2 P4 + C,) raker, II Wl12. 
Dividing through by T, taking T sufficiently large and using inequality (12), 
we finally get 
SUP II wol12 G c4 ’ 
[i,i+ rl 
The remainder of the proof follows the pattern of the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
2. BOUNDEDNESS OF TRAJECTORIES IN STRONGER NORMS 
We here assume A= 0, and we suppose that there exists a > 0 with the 
PropeW 
V-E B(u), vg E P(v), (j=-g)(u-v)>alu-v12. (15) 
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Let fE S*(lR+, L*(0)) be such that f, E S*(lR+, L*(Q)). Furthermore, we 
assume that one of the conditions (a), (b) or (c) in Theorem 1.1 holds. Then 
THEOREM 2.1. If (u,, UJ E D(A), we have 
u,, E Lap+, L*(R)) and 24, E JcylR+, H#2)). 
Proof. By Theorem III.1 of [5], we already know that a,, E 
L~JlRt,L2(Q)), u,E L~,(lR+, Hi) and u is a strong solution on 
(0, +a [. 
For t > 0, we set uh(t) = (u(t + h) - u(t))/h (h > 0). We may write 
v;,-Avh+ph=fh 
with 
ph =fh - vft + Avh E Bw + h)) - BMO> 
h 
Taking the duality product with vf, we deduce 
a.e. on [0, +co [. 
We define E:(t) = ] Vvh]z + (v:]:; temporarily fix two numbers T > 0, 1> 0; 
and note that 
E:(r + 1) -E;(r) = 2 (,+’ (fh - ph, 0:) dt. 
T 
We distinguish two possible cases: 
(1) I$@ + 1) Q E?(r). 
(2) aI:+‘Iv:12dt~I:+‘(~h,~:)dt~I:+‘(fh,t):)dt. 
In case (2), by Schwarz’s inequality we get 
I 
7+1 
lu:I: dt< C,(O 
T 
so that, for every c,, t2 in the interval [T, r + I], 
I G(f,) - m*)l< C,U)* 
We now remark that, when h --) 0, uh --t u, in L:,,(R +, Hi@?)) and also a.e. 
505/38/3-9 
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in t as a function with values in H,#J). In the same manner, vf + u,, in 
L~,,(lR +, L’(0)), as well as a.e. in t as a function with values in L2(0). 
Let us set E,(t) = ]Vu,]: + Ju,,]~ . (This function is in Lz,(lR+).) 
Fixing a measurable function on I? + as a representative for E, , let us 
introduce the measurable set 
M = (t E IF?+, ;i E:(t) = E,(t) 
and iii Ef(t + 4) = E,(t + 4)} 
whose complement in I?+ is negligible. 
For iE M fixed, we distinguish two cases: 
(0 E,(i+ 4) Q E,(f), 
(ii) E,(i+ 4) > E,(i). 
Then for 0 < h < 6, we must have 
E:(i + 4) > E:(l). 
Thus 
and JE:(s)-E{(t)(<C, for s, c in [i,i+4]. 
Letting h + 0, we obtain 
for almost all 0 in [i, f + 41, and in particular for 0 = i and 0 = i + 4. 
From this last inequality, we deduce 
sup{E,(i + 4), ,“s;,;~P, E,(e)} 
I 
i+3 
gc,+f ]Vu,(; dr. 
i+l 
(16) 
Now we use the variational form of Eq. (1). Since u is a strong solution, a.e. 
in t, 
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Taking w = 0 and integrating on [i, i + 41: 
lit4 tp(u,) dt < E@(f)) - E(u(f+ 4)) + lit4 v; u,) dt Q C4 . 
i i 
Then for h > 0, take w = ut(t + h) and divide by h to get 
dut(t + h)) - fP(ut) 
433 
h 




Integrating on [t,, t2], we obtain, for r< t, < t2 < it 4, 
Vu,(t t h) - Vu, - 
h 
dt 
utt -5 ut(t+;)-ut) dtt$[~;‘*s(u,)dt-j-;‘*yr(u,)dt]. 
If we choose for t, a Lebesgue point for the surmnable function q(u,), the 
limit superior of the right-hand side as h + 0 is majorized by 
I t; (utt -f,utt) dt+ v)(G)) 
On the other hand, we have the identity 





Vu(tt;)-vu)]; _~tt~(vut,vu(‘+h~-vu(t~ dt. 
When h + 0, the right-hand side converges to 
[(vu, vu,)]:: - It* Ivu, I2 dt. 
t1 
We thus obtain, for almost every t, and t,, 
I ” IVu,l;dt < [(Vu, Vu,)];: t C t (P(%(t& II (17) 
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Using the boundedness of u(t) in H,@?), this inequality implies 
(18) 
which then holds for every t,, and almost every C,. We now take t, = 
o~[f+2,i+4] and f,=c7-2. Integrating (16) on [i+2,i+4] with 
respect o (T we obtain 
1 Vt1,(’ dz da 
Q ~[C(E) + E ess sup E,(8)] + Jr:: &+(a)) do. 
[i.i+41 
By looking at the graphs it is easy to check that 
IVuJ*df 
so that we obtain 
Taking E = 4 and combining with (16), we get 
E,(i+ 4) < c,. 
Thus, for f~ M, we may write 
E*(i+4)~suP(C,,E,(t?j, 
which easily implies that 
and thus concludes the proof of Theorem 2.1. m 
3. EXISTENCE OF ALMOST-PERIODIC SOLUTIONS 
We now assume that f and f, belong to S2(R, L*(D)), f being strongly 
almost-periodic in L2(a), and that p satisfies (13). 
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THEOREM 3.1. We assume that either dim sd = N > 2 and ]p’(w)] < 
C, ] w(~ + C,, k < (N + 2)/(N - 2), or that dim a = 1 and 0 E In@(B)). 
Then Eq. (1) has strongly almost-periodic solutions in the energy space 
H:(Q) x L2(12). 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. By Theorem 2.1, for U. E D(A), the positive 
trajectory U(t) is uniformly continuous in the energy space. Therefore, if we 
check that its range is relatively compact, the result will be a direct conse- 
quence of Theorem 33 in [7, p. 691, which is valid for any maximal 
monotone A in a Hilbert space H and which we recall for the convenience of 
the reader. 
THEOREM. If (E) has a solution U uniformly continuous with relatively 
compact range for t > 0, there exists an almost-periodic solution 0 of (E) 
with 
In the case dim0 > 2, since u,E Lm(lRC, H;(0)) and u,,E L”O (IF?+, 
L2(f2)), it is immediate from Eq. (1) that Au(t) E Loo@?+, L’+“) with 
r7 = inf{ 1,2N/k(N - 2) - 1). We observe that 2N/k(N - 2) - 1 > 1 can only 
occur if k < N/(N - 2), in which case we can obviously replace k by 
(N + l)/(N - 2) < (N + 2)/(N - 2). Assuming that we have rl= 
2N/k(N - 2) - 1, we get u(t) E Loo(lF?+, H;(0) n w’*““(D)), which gives 
us compactness in H:(0) provided 1 + q > 2N/(N + 2), a condition 
equivalent o k < (N + 2)/(N - 2). 
In the case dim B = 1, the proof of compactness i more subtle. As a first 
step, we derive from 0 E Int(D@)) a very weak regularity result. 
LEMMA. With the notations of the Introduction, we have 
for every solution of (1) with (uo, vo) E D(A). 
This lemma implies that, even if Au(t) is never in M, for any interval 
Z c R +, d(l, u(t) dt) lies in .M. To see this, fast we note that the estimate on 
sup,>, E(t) obtained in Theorem 1.1 depends solely on E(O), ] f IS~~R+,L~(njj 
and suplw, ,.* ]/3”(w)], as long as &O, 6) c Int(DGg)) for a given 6 > 0. Thus, 
if we replace fi by /3,, we obtain a bound on suptao E(t) independent of E, 
while the associated solutions V converge to U in C( [0, T]; H) for every 
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T > 0. Since the regularized solutions U’(t) lie in H2 n HA x Hi, we may 
write, a.e. in t, 
-g (F(t)) = 2(Ou’, 24;) 
so that, usmg the fact that SUP,,,,,~~ Ip,(w)l < C, which implies 
(024~ -f, 24;) > q 1 lx -f I * - c, , 
we easily obtain: 
I 
tfl 
sup ~Ou’--fI,de<C,. t>o t 
8EIO.11 
Since uft E L~(IR +, L’(Q)), u; E L”(lR+, L2@2)), we deche the weaker 
statement 
which implies that Auf+ 6 ~((3) do) E 4, with 
Let us now introduce the space 
Y = {u E H;(G), u,, E -n) 
with norm 
lI~llY= Nf&2, + I%xL VuE Y,. 
LEMMA 3.2. Y is a Banach space, and the injection of Y in X = Ht(f2) is 
compact. 
Proof. It is standard to check that Y is Banach. Let ( , ) represent he 
duality pairing between Yn and C(a). It is clear that 
uE Y*(ul:=(--uxx,u). 
Now if u” E Y, 1) u”IJy < 1, we may assume U” - I( in X, u:, - U, in A’ and 
since the injection of Hi(G) into C(n) is compact, u” 4 I( in C(n). Thus we 
have (-uxx, u) = lim,,+,(-u:,, u”), which means that a” converges 
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strongly to u in X. Since the unit ball in Y is closed and sequentially 
precompact in X, it is compact. I 
To finish the proof of Theorem 3.1 when dim ff = 1, we now remark that 
if U, E D(A), we have U, E Lo3(lR+, Zf#I)) and for t 2 0, 6 E [0, 11, 
On the other hand, since U, E Lco(lR+, X), 
Given E > 0, we choose 6 = &/2M. There exists a sequence (x0, x, ,..., xJ 
with the property 





u {u(t)}c rco {~9I~---X,Ix~~b 1 
t>o 
4. UNIQUENESS AND CONVERGENCE RESULTS 
THEOREM 4.1. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1, two almost- 
periodic solutions of (1) d#kr by a function independent of t, and every 
solutiov of (1) is strongly asymptotic in H, as t--t +oo, to one of these 
solutions. 
Furthermore, if dim LI = 2 and_U, E 2, the solution of (1) with initial data 
U, = (u,, uo) is asymptotic in C(S2) to a solution which is almost-periodic in 
the sense of C(a). 
Proof. First we remark that if u and v are two solutions of (I), then for 
O<a<b 
1 bl a u, - v,l: dt 6 & [E(a) -E(b)], 
where E(r) = ] U(T) - C/(r)]* for r > 0. 
It follows from this inequality that if U(t) and V(t) are almost-periodic in 
H, then 
u, = v,. 
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Now let w be an almost-periodic solution of (1) in the energy space and 
let Onh~o be a sequence tending to +co such that f(t + fn) *f(t) in 
Loo@, L*(a)). The trajectory (U(t))t>o which starts at U, E D(A) is 
uniformly continuous with relatively compact range, so that we may assume 
qt, + t) + O(t) in C(a, b; H) for every (a, b) in I?*, while B(t, + t) + b(t) 
uniformly on R with values in H. 
It turns out that 8 is a solution of (l), d is an almost-periodic solution of 
(1) and we must have 
Thus 0 is an almost-periodic solution of (1) and, passing to a subsequence 
denoted again by (t,), we may assume that o(ct - t,) + o(t), which is again 
an almost-periodic solution of (l), in Lm(lF?, H). 
It is easily checked that lim,,,, ) U(t,) - &t,)] = 0, and since the 
function ] U(t) - 0(c)] is decreasing with r, the assertion follows when 
U,, E D(A). In the general case, we obtain the result by density, using the 
contraction property of the Cauchy operator. 
If dim Q = 2 and U, E D(A), we note that W29’+“(,f2) G C(d) with 
compact injection for every q > 0, and this completes the proof of Theorem 
4.1. 
We conclude this work by a uniqueness theorem generalizing a result of 
PI. 
THEOREM 4.3. Under the assumption of Theorem 3.1, if p(O) = (01, 
there exists only one almost-periodic solution of (1). Thus all solutions are 
asymptotic to each other as t + +a~. 
Proof. In the case N > 2, we can just retrace the proof of Corollary 32 of 
[7], taking into account that the difference of two solutions is a constant 
element of W**’ + “(0). 
In the case N = 1, 0 E Int(Ddg)), let u and v be two such solutions. We 
know that they are strong solutions and so for w, w’ in H:(a): 
P(W) - P(U,) 2 (f+ Au - UII9 w - 4 
dw’) - vD(v,) 2 (.f+ Av - VI,, w’ - 0,). 
Since v, = u,, taking w = u, + < an w’ = U, - [ with [E 9?(R), a function 
independent of t, we get 
with 
v(u, + 0 + v-a, - 0 - w4,) 2 040 
,u = A(u - v) E H- ‘(0). 
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We observe that u1 E C(I? x 6). Furthermore, for any x,, given in 8 the 
strong almost-periodicity of u in C(a) allows us to find t,, E I? + such that 
Thus, for every E > 0 there exists 6 > 0 with the property 
Ix-x,I~~~I~~(~o,X)I~~. 
Now let < E g(a) be such that supp(<) c 1(x,, ,6) and take 4 = p< with 
PICI,<E. When c<cor we have B(O, 2~) c Int(D@)). We thus obtain 
= I La +pt) +a, - PO- 2j(u,)] ah. ,x-xo,~d 
But on {lx-x,I<6}, we have (sinceP(O)= {0)) 
IA%+ PO +&-PO- ml <dE)P IT( 
with 
so that: 
f,” g(E) = 0, 
Now, for E > 0 fixed, we can find &x, 6(x)) such that 
suPP(0 = B(x, 4x)) * 01, r> < g(e) I rl1* (17) 
By compactness, we cover d by a finite number of balls B(x, 6(x)). 
Globalizing inequality (17) by means of a partition of unity, we then obtain 
that ~1 E Lm(.f2), and 1~1, <g(e). Since E is arbitrarily small, we conclude 
that ,U =O. I 
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